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Abstract 
Estimation of forest aboveground biomass (AGB) is informative of the role of forest ecosystems in local 
and global carbon budgets. There is a need to retrospectively estimate biomass in order to establish a 
historical baseline and enable reporting of change. In this research, we used temporal spectral trajectories 
to inform on forest successional development status in support of modelling and mapping of historic AGB 
for Mediterranean pines in central Spain. AGB generated with ground plot data from the Spanish National 
Forest Inventory (NFI), representing two collection periods (1990 and 2000), are linked with static and 
dynamic spectral data as captured by Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) and Enhanced Thematic Mapper 
Plus (ETM+) sensors over a 25 year period (1984–2009). The importance of forest structural complexity 
on the relationship between AGB and spectral vegetation indices is revealed by the analysis of wavelet 
transforms. Two-dimensional (2D) wavelet transforms support the identification of spectral trajectory 
patterns of forest stands that in turn, are associated with traits of individual NFI plots, using a flexible 
algorithm sensitive to capturing time series similarity. Single-date spectral indices, temporal trajectories, 
and temporal derivatives associated with succession are used as input variables to non-parametric 
decision trees for modelling, estimation, and mapping of AGB and carbon sinks over the entire study 
area. Results indicate that patterns of change found in Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) 
values are associated and relate well to classes of forest AGB. The Tasseled Cap Angle (TCA) index was 
found to be strongly related with forest density, although the related patterns of change had little relation 
with variability in historic AGB. By scaling biomass models through small (~2.5 ha) spatial objects 
defined by spectral homogeneity, the AGB dynamics in the period 1990–2000 are mapped (70% accuracy 
when validated with plot values of change), revealing an increase of 18% in AGB irregularly distributed 
over 814 km
2
 of pines. The accumulation of C calculated in AGB was on average 0.65 t ha
-1 
y
-1
, 
equivalent to a fixation of 2.38 t ha
-1 
y
-1
 of carbon dioxide. 
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1. Introduction 
Aboveground biomass (AGB) is a fundamental element of forest ecosystems. AGB is significant for its 
carbon storage capacity (Liski et al., 2000; Muukkonen and Heiskanen, 2007), and as a potential source 
of timber and production of bio-energy (FAO, 2003; Smeets and Faaij, 2007). Biomass amount per 
surface unit indicates the condition and productivity of a forest (FAO, 2010; Hall et al., 2006) and it is 
associated with ecological benefits related to biodiversity. Assessing forest AGB and related dynamics 
with spatially explicit detail is important for sustainable forest management (Herrero and Bravo, 2012; 
Tan et al., 2007), ecological applications (Barlow and Peres, 2004; Lewis et al., 2004), carbon accounting 
(Barredo et al., 2012; Houghton, 2005), for providing information in support of carbon markets (Goetz et 
al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009), and for reporting commitments (Andersson et al., 2009; Kurz and Apps, 
2006). 
Remote sensing has become the primary data source for large area biomass estimation (Lu, 2006), 
providing spatial detail to capture ground variability (Wulder et al., 2008), and temporal repetition to 
account for change (Powell et al., 2010). As summarized by Kangas and Maltamo (2006), national forest 
inventories (NFI) supply precise information based on plot measurements (e.g. Finland, USA), frequently 
supported by aerial photography or satellite data (e.g. UK, Canada) that can be scaled and extended to 
unmeasured areas through direct modelling with passive or active remotely sensed data (Baccini et al., 
2004; Blackard et al., 2008). Estimation and monitoring of AGB with remotely sensed data sources can 
be fast and relatively low cost, providing information for remote and inaccessible areas (Bortolot and 
Wynne, 2005). While error estimates are ultimately linked to the quality of the reference data (Baccini et 
al., 2007), improved processing algorithms and techniques for data analysis can enhance the accuracy of 
AGB estimates from remotely sensed data sources (Lu, 2006). The radiometric saturation of optical 
sensors at high levels of biomass is well known (Gemmell, 1995; Lu, 2005; Turner et al., 1999). 
Saturation is also a problem for radar instruments (Englhart et al., 2011; Mitchard et al., 2009), with the 
degree of saturation dependent on wavelength, polarization, and vegetation structure (Lu, 2006). Airborne 
and spaceborne LiDAR can provide an important alternative source of forest structural information 
(Duncanson et al., 2010; Kwak et al., 2010; Næsset and Gobakken, 2008), and combinations of data from 
multiple sensors provide robust options for estimation of forest biomass (Sun et al., 2011; Yu et al., 
2010). 
Retrospective estimation of AGB to establish a historical baseline and enable change reporting is feasible 
with archival data, where the Landsat program provides the longest and most consistent repository of 
imagery, going back to 1972 (Wulder et al., 2012). The Landsat archive is also the only realistic source of 
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data for mapping at the level of detail required by international treaties (e.g. Kyoto Protocol). Methods to 
map historical forest attributes may apply date invariant relationships (Healey et al., 2006; Powell et al., 
2010) to past data using static measures (i.e. spectral predictors obtained at a given time). The relationship 
between contemporary spectral and reference data is extended to other dates of interest, relying on a 
robust process of relative radiometric normalization of imagery, for estimation of change. Incorporation 
of dynamic variables, that is, predictors combining data captured at various dates, for modelling AGB and 
its dynamics remains unexplored. In this work we estimate and map historical AGB in central Spain using 
temporally irregular trajectories of spectral indices from Landsat records, supported with information 
derived from NFI measurements. 
Our goal is to estimate and map historical AGB (at specified dates in time), as well as a decade of change 
in AGB, by combining the precision of field measures from a network of NFI plots with the wall-to-wall 
spatial coverage provided by remotely sensed data. We first explore the relationship between live AGB 
derived from NFI ground plot measurements and vegetation spectral indices derived from Landsat data. 
Second, we model past AGB with historical spectral data, including single-date data and multi-temporal 
trajectories, providing a baseline for comparison with more recent estimations. Lastly, we map historical 
AGB at two dates coincident with NFI rotations (1990 and 2000) and evaluate the distribution of change 
in view of the uncertainties associated with the process of modelling and mapping. 
1.1 Background 
Estimation of forest biomass with optical remotely sensed data is based on the assumption of a strong 
statistical relationship between AGB and the spectral response as captured by the sensor (Lu, 2006). 
Providing there are an adequate number of quality ground samples, direct modelling of AGB relies on the 
choice of a set of appropriate predictor variables and the development of suitable estimation models (Lu 
et al., 2012). The most frequently attempted model types are regression (González-Alonso et al., 2006; 
Rahman et al., 2005), imputation (Chirici et al., 2008; Fazakas et al., 1999), neural networks (Foody et 
al., 2001; Jin and Liu, 1997) and decision trees (Blackard et al., 2008; Mutanga et al., 2012). The 
adequacy of a model depends on data availability, desired precision, transparency, and site-specific 
characteristics (Labrecque et al., 2006). Amongst the suite of possible predictor variables of AGB, the 
calibrated reflectance of visible and near-infrared wavelengths without further processing is sometimes 
used, although vegetation indices (i.e. combinations of two or more spectral bands) are recommended for 
the capacity to reduce noise effects associated with canopy shadows (Gemmell, 1999), which can be 
relevant in sites of complex vegetation structure (Lu et al., 2004). 
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Empirical relationships between forest AGB and spectral properties—as captured by optical sensors—
have been intensively explored in a broad range of biomes and are site specific (e.g. Foody et al., 2003; 
Gemmell, 1998). Uncertainties in this empirical relationship may arise from sensor limitations (e.g. 
viewing angle, radiometric resolution), atmospheric effects (e.g. haze, cloud), vegetation phenology, and 
topographic characteristics (Gemmell, 1998), but also from intrinsic forest structure and variability 
(Gemmell, 1995; Lu et al., 2005). In Mediterranean forests, typically characterized by rugged locations 
and structural heterogeneity (Salvador and Pons, 1998), the relationship between AGB and spectral 
response has proven difficult to characterize (e.g. Maselli et al., 2005; Vázquez de la Cueva, 2008). 
1.2 Incorporation of temporal information into modelling of forest attributes 
The majority of direct models incorporate data captured at a single point in time, which ideally is as close 
as possible to the timing of reference data collection on the ground. Multi-seasonal imagery has been 
shown to improve the accuracy of forest biomass estimation (Gasparri et al., 2010; Lefsky et al., 2001). 
Furthermore, the benefits of multi-temporal data for estimation of successional processes (Song et al., 
2002; Song et al., 2007) and forest structure (Gemmell et al., 2001), both of which are intimately linked 
to AGB, have been acknowledged, with multiple images analyzed independently (Foody et al., 1996) or 
linked in a temporal trajectory (Liu et al., 2008). 
Open access data policies facilitating the use of image time series (Wulder et al., 2012) have prompted 
the emergence of new approaches to extract information from spatially coincident multi-date imagery 
(Table 1). Polynomial characterization of spectral curves (Goodwin et al., 2010) or identification of 
distinctive trajectory segments (Kennedy et al., 2010) are alternative options to make use of the inherent 
temporal information of a series of calibrated data for interpretation of ecological processes. We explore 
here an option to directly incorporate temporal information in predictor variables for estimation of AGB. 
The empirical models linking AGB measurements with Landsat spectral data facilitate mapping of forest 
biomass and change. 
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Table 1. Forest studies capitalizing on information from Landsat imagery spectral trajectories. 
Study Ecosystem/ Location 
Goal 
Approach Spectral variable 
Liu et al., 2008 
Coniferous /  
Oregon (USA) 
Prediction of forest successional stages 
Modelling with progressive multi-
date predictors 
TCB,TCG,TCW 
Huang et al., 2009 
Various National 
Forests /  
(USA) 
Validation of VCT performance in detection of forest change 
dynamics 
Interpretation of IFZ temporal 
profiles 
IFZ (Red, SWIR1, 
SWIR2) 
Goodwin et al., 2010 
Coniferous /  
British Columbia 
(Canada) 
Characterization of mountain pine beetle infestation 
Polynomial curve fitting model NDMI 
Kennedy et al., 2010 
Coniferous and 
broadleaved /  
Oregon and 
Washington (USA) 
Description of successional processes: disturbance and 
recovery 
Temporal segmentation and 
interpretation of segments 
NDVI, NBR, TCW 
Powell et al., 2010 
Coniferous and 
mixed /  
Arizona and 
Minnesota (USA) 
Assessment of AGB over two decades 
Trajectory of modelled AGB 
TCA, TCB, TCG, 
TCW, DI, 
Reflectances 
Gómez et al., 2012 
Mediterranean pines /  
(Spain) 
Assessment of 25 years of carbon fluxes 
Temporal derivative of spectral 
trajectory with interpretation of 
state and process 
TCA 
Pflugmacher et al., 2012 
Mixed-conifer forest /  
Oregon (USA) 
Estimation of current structural parameters (live and dead 
biomass) 
Model current parameters with 
disturbance and recovery features 
derived from spectral trajectories 
TCA, TCB,TCG,TCW 
Zhu et al., 2012 
Evergreen forest /  
Georgia and 
California (USA) 
Monitoring of forest disturbance 
Dense time series models 
phenology with trigonometric 
functions for detection of change 
DI 
DI: Disturbance Index; IFZ: Integrated Forest Z-score; NDMI: Normalized Difference Moisture Index; 
NDVI: Normalized Difference Vegetation Index; TCA: Tasseled Cap Angle; TCB: Tasseled Cap 
Brightness; TCG: Tasseled Cap Greenness; TCW: Tasseled Cap Wetness. 
1.3 Wavelet transforms in remote sensing and forestry applications 
Wavelet transforms have been used in the remote sensing community for image blending (Garguet-
Duport et al., 1996; Zhou et al., 1998), for detection of haze (Du et al., 2002), spectral unmixing of 
hyperspectral data (Li, 2004), post-classification change detection (Raja, 2013), and feature extraction 
(Fukuda and Hirosawa, 1999; Niedermeier et al., 2000; Simhadri et al., 1998). In relation to vegetation 
dynamics, Sakamoto et al. (2005) developed a method for detection of crop phenology incorporating 
wavelet filters. Percival et al. (2004) proposed the usefulness of the multi-resolution analysis (MRA) 
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applied to vegetation time series, with which Martínez and Gilabert (2009) identified seasonal and long 
term trend changes of various land covers in Spain. Freitas and Shimabukuro (2008) applied MRA to 
spectral fractions of MODIS bands for analysis of land cover change in Brazil, identifying the location 
and time of disturbance events. 
As a tool for analysis of data, wavelet transform techniques facilitate the characterization of non-
stationary processes (Meyers et al., 1993), that is, processes of change dependent on the scale of 
variation. The most distinctive property of wavelet transforms is the capacity to provide local information 
of the target series F(x) and at a range of selected scales (Lindsay et al., 1996). This property derives 
directly from the wavelet definition as a function that oscillates around zero, and that is localized in a 
finite width interval (Meyers et al., 1993). Basically, a wavelet transform decomposes the original series 
F(x) into a set of functions by convolving F(x) with a family of wavelets, which are derived by scaling 
and translation of a mother or basis function G(x). As result of the wavelet transform a number of 
functions are produced, one approximation (Ai) and one detail (Di) function per scale or level. Another 
interesting property of the wavelet transform is that the original series can always be reconstructed from 
its decomposed elements: at any level of decomposition (i) the original series F(x) equals that level 
approximation Ai plus the sum of all lower level details (ΣDj) (j= 1…i-1). For the sake of interpretation, 
approximation functions inform trends of change whilst detail functions account for high frequency 
related with noise (Percival et al., 2004) and are associated with changes in averages at each given scale. 
A measure of variance or energy associated with each function helps identify which are the most relevant 
levels of the wavelet transform decomposition (Lindsay et al., 1996). Wavelet transforms are used in this 
work with a double purpose: exploratory analysis of the relationship between spectral indices and plot 
measured AGB, and smoothing of a system of data for derivation of dynamic spectral variables. 
2. Methods 
2.1 Overview 
The relationship between AGB and spectral properties at the plot level was explored in a forest ecosystem 
of Mediterranean pines. Vegetation indices suitable for modelling AGB were identified. Dynamic spectral 
variables associated with forest successional development were defined through wavelet transformations 
of a data system formed by a set of spatially coincident field measures and corresponding calibrated 
spectral data captured over 25 years. The domain of the dynamic variables was identified as a number of 
modelled trajectories. To test the significance of the dynamic spectral variables in predicting AGB, a 
binary rule-based approach was applied to ground plots characterized by dynamic, as well as static 
variables, in order to identify the most relevant predictors. Cross-validation was used to determine the 
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best binary model for AGB in 1990 and 2000; the best binary models were then applied to small 
spectrally homogenous ground units for mapping AGB and carbon dynamics over the entire study area. 
The resulting map of AGB change was validated with plot values of biomass change. Figure 1 provides 
an overview of the main methods applied in this work. 
 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of main methods followed in this study. Dynamic spectral variables 
are defined with a flow process based on 2D wavelet transforms, and the domain of each variable is 
identified as a number of modelled trajectories. Sample plots of unknown AGB are attributed dynamic 
variables by maximum similarity to trajectory models. Statistical models of AGB at the plot level are 
derived with a binary-rule approach based on dynamic and static spectral variables. These models are 
applied to the entire area to map estimated AGB dynamics between 1990 and 2000. 
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2.2 Study area 
The study area is centred at latitude 40°37’56’’ N and longitude –4°6’47’’ E, in the Central Range of 
Spain, and occupies part of the Ávila, Segovia, Madrid, Guadalajara and Toledo provinces (Figure 2). It is 
a pine ecosystem with dominant tree species Pinus sylvestris L., Pinus pinaster Ait., and Pinus nigra Arn. 
Forests extend to elevations of 2000 m, beyond which shrubs (Cytisus sp., Genista sp., Erica sp., 
Echinospartum sp.) are the prevalent vegetation (Rivas-Martínez, 1963). Some of these Mediterranean 
pines have traditionally been managed for production of resin and timber, recreation, and protection, with 
the last two objectives having increasing importance. A range of structural conditions (e.g. mono-specific 
and even aged, multi-species, multi-layer) have resulted from the various management practices that have 
been applied, including the non-management option (e.g. multi-aged, multi-story). Stand age classes are 
typically defined as 20-year intervals for the species in the entire area (Serrada, 2008). Silvicultural 
practices include pruning and thinning, with timber extraction implemented over time by progressive cuts 
of low intensity. 
 
Figure 2. Location of the study area in the Central Range of Spain. It is a Mediterranean ecosystem that 
has been permanently covered with pine forests during period 1984–2009. 
2.3 Ground plot data and derived ground plot attributes 
Two rounds of the Spanish National Forest Inventory data (NFI2 ca. 1990 and NFI3 ca. 2000) (Bravo et 
al., 2002), including per tree measures of diameter at breast height (D), total height (H), and per plot 
number of trees (N), were used for calculation of biomass in 605 plots spread over an area permanently 
forested with pines over the period 1984–2009 (Gómez et al., 2012). In this area NFI plots were de facto 
measured during the 1992–1994 and 2000–2004 campaigns of the NFI2 and NFI3 respectively. Live 
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AGB was calculated with the species specific allometric equations of Montero et al. (2005) and Ruiz-
Peinado et al. (2011) for all trees with D ≥ 7.5 cm. These equations can determine the dry biomass 
fraction of stem, roots, and branches of various dimensions; however, we did not consider the root portion 
in our analysis, and focused on the AGB. Absolute and relative change of AGB between the rounds of 
NFI was calculated (Table 2). NFI2 intra- plot structural complexity was evaluated as in Gómez et al. 
(2011a) calculating the median absolute deviation (MAD) of measured D (DMAD) and H (HMAD) in each 
plot: increasing values of the MAD indicate higher structural complexity, and a zero MAD value is 
possible but unlikely to occur if all trees in a plot have exactly the same dimension. Thirty two plots 
subject to complete resource extraction between the two NFI rounds were disqualified in support of our 
assumption of near to natural successional conditions, leaving 573 plots for further analysis. 
Table 2. Statistics of the attributes related to biomass (t ha
-1
) and structural complexity evaluated at NFI 
plots. 
Attribute type 
Plot 
Attribute 
Description Mean Std. dev. Min. Max. 
Biomass 
AGB1990 Above ground biomass NFI2 (1990) 93.29 67.09 1.45 352.08 
AGB2000 Above ground biomass NFI3 (2000) 109.36 68.99 0 398.90 
ΔAGB Increment of AGB between NFI2 and NFI3 14.80 50.07 -236.86 242.38 
Rel1990 Increment of AGB relative to AGB1990 0.79 2.55 -1 28.41 
Rel2000 Increment of AGB relative to AGB2000 -0.03 1.33 -17.00 0.96 
Structural 
complexity 
DMAD Median absolute deviation of D (1990) 4.59 3.93 0 8.00 
HMAD Median absolute deviation of H (1990) 1.81 1.18 0 24.35 
 
2.4 Landsat data and processing 
Eight Landsat TM and ETM+ images (path/row: 201/32) spanning 25 years (1984–2009) (Table 3) were 
processed following standard procedures that include atmospheric correction of a reference image (date 
2000) with the COST method (Chávez, 1988), relative radiometric normalization of the whole series with 
IR-MAD (Canty et al., 2004), ortho-correction with a 30 m digital elevation model, and geometric co-
registration (RMSE < 0.5 pixel), following a processing flow recommended for detection of vegetation 
dynamics (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2008). A set of near anniversary images at an advanced date in the 
growing season was selected to minimize phenological fluctuations. Spectral vegetation indices related 
with forest biomass and structure such as the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) (Dong et 
al., 2003; Piao et al., 2005), the Tasseled Cap Angle (TCA) (Gómez et al., 2012; Powell et al., 2010; 
Pflugmacher et al., 2012) and the Tasseled Cap Distance (TCD) (Duane et al., 2010; Powell et al., 2010) 
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were derived from normalized Landsat reflectances. The temporal trajectory, namely the sequence of 
spectral values obtained from consecutive images of these spectral indices at averaged 5x5 pixel windows 
centred at the 573 NFI plots were identified and saved for analysis. 
Table 3. Landsat imagery used in the study. Reference image for relative radiometric normalization 
(22/08/2000) is highlighted. 
Landsat / Sensor dd/mm/yyyy Sun elev. (
o
) 
5 / TM 18/08/1984 52.89 
5 / TM 11/08/1987 54.11 
4 / TM 11/08/1990 54.38 
4 / TM 14/08/1991 51.68 
7 / ETM+ 22/08/2000 54.87 
5 / TM 07/08/2003 56.50 
5 / TM 25/08/2004 53.15 
5 / TM 23/08/2009 54.48 
2.5 Relationships between ground plot estimates of AGB and spectral vegetation indices 
To explore the relationship between plot AGB and vegetation spectral indices (NDVI, TCA, and TCD), 
temporal spectral trajectories were compiled into a block of trajectories ordered by increasing value of 
AGB (Figure 3). For instance, the NDVIblock consists of 573 NDVI trajectories (one per 5x5 pixel 
window-plot), and similarly the TCAblock and the TCDblock consist of 573 TCA and 573 TCD trajectories 
respectively. Each data system provides information that can be interpreted in the temporal or the biomass 
directions. Examined in the AGB direction, the spectral series represent at each date (1984 to 2009) a 
function of increasing AGB. At dates corresponding with the NFI2 (1990) and the NFI3 (2000), the 
values of the biomass function are known (calculated from field measures). 
The spectral blocks of original trajectories (before wavelet smoothing) are characterized by high 
variability in the temporal and biomass directions, derived from sensor and environmental factors. 
Smoothing the system of spectral trajectories with a one-dimensional wavelet transform in the biomass 
direction reveals the essential underlying relationship AGB-spectral index. We run a discrete wavelet 
transformation through a family of Meyer wavelets, specifically adapted for sampled series (Daubechies, 
1992; Lindsay et al., 1996) followed by multi-resolution analysis for interpretation. The multilevel 
wavelet transformation smoothes the spectral system by isolating high frequency noise from the lower 
frequency basic signal (Figure 3). The level of decomposition necessary to isolate base information is 
related to the number and frequency of samples, and it is linked to the family of wavelets used. We run an 
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eight level decomposition and found level six, with highest measure of variance, the most useful for 
description and interpretation. Running the wavelet transform simultaneously over the complete spectral 
block (1984–2009) rather than a single date function provides information of local (AGB) and temporal 
discontinuities, irregularities or exceptions, as well as an easy means to visually interpret information 
(Freitas and Shimabukuro, 2008). 
 
Figure 3. TCAblock for exploration of the relationship between the spectral index and plot AGB. The level 
6 approximation of the smoothed system is represented. A positive relation AGB = F (TCA) is evident 
although broken at intervals by the influence of endogenous (structure) and exogenous (topography, 
sensor) factors, conferring the system its wavy aspect. 
The influence of local structural complexity on the relationship AGB-spectral index was explored with 
blocks of spectral trajectories previously modified by standardized values of MAD (plot DMAD and HMAD). 
Constant structural complexity over the period 1984–2009 was assumed for each plot; therefore only one 
value of DMAD and HMAD was calculated for each plot (with NFI2 data) and applied to the entire trajectory. 
The blocks’ sampling interval is neither regular in the temporal nor in the biomass direction, and it 
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enables inference of qualitative information but has limited capacity to infer quantitative relations. For 
this reason, and with the aim to identify AGB categories as are routinely used in regional forest 
management, that could be unequivocally related with vegetation indices, we undertook a second 
exploratory analysis that included a sub-sample of 182 plots regularly distributed every ~1.7 t ha
-1
 over 
the range 1–310 t ha-1. 
In the following sections we describe the process followed for modelling and mapping historical AGB 
and AGB dynamics during period 1990–2000. Figure 1 provides a summary of all stages to aid the reader 
in following the methods presented. 
2.6 Derivation of dynamic spectral variables and trajectory models 
The temporal series of spectral values depict rich and complex information that typically require 
specifically developed methods to expose. In order to derive an assortment of dynamic variables, each 
relating inherent temporal dimensionality, original trajectories and temporal derivatives (Gómez et al., 
2011b) of a set of plots measured on the ground were considered (N1=573). The sparse and irregular 
character of the series of spectral data available, with 8 samples in a 25 year interval (Table 3) required 
regularization by linear interpolation for completeness and easiness of interpretation. The state (original 
trajectory) and process (temporal derivative trajectory) of NDVIblock (573 NDVI trajectories) and TCAblock 
(573 TCA trajectories) were independently organized (ordered) by a biomass attribute (AGB1990, AGB2000, 
ΔAGB, Rel1990, or Rel2000) and subject to a 2D wavelet smoothing filter. In this way, 16 ordered and 
smoothed data systems (M1 to M16) were considered (Table 4) and identified as dynamic variables 
(Figure 1, box 1). For instance, M11–M16 describe the successional path of these forests, while M1–M10 
describe the changing pace, as represented by NDVI and TCA values over time, always relative to this 
particular area. The wavelet transform scale was adjusted in each direction, with six levels in the biomass 
direction and two levels in the temporal direction. For each system (Table 4) the domain of a dynamic 
variable is defined by semi-automatic identification of six to eight distinctive curve patterns (Figure 4, 
bottom). The independence of the smoothed systems and associated dynamic variables is assured by the 
individuality of the ordering criteria (Figure 4, top). 
The dynamic variables can be grouped as state or process variables (Table 4). State variables are made up 
by the temporal spectral trajectory, while process variables are associated with the temporal derivatives of 
those trajectories (Gómez et al., 2011b). Ideally, if endogenous factors (e.g. structural complexity) and 
exogenous factors (e.g. topography, sensor limitations) were controlled or suppressed, state variables 
could describe the evolution of forest biophysical parameters related with spectral indices, and process 
variables would represent the rate at which those processes of change occurred. In reality, only 
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approximations can be interpreted, as no single state or process variable is capable of completely 
explaining the biophysical development of forests. 
 
15 
 
Figure 4. Illustration of stages in the derivation of dynamic spectral variables. Top: examples of 
independent and smoothed (2D wavelet) ordered data systems: M14 (NDVI state trajectories ordered by 
AGB1990); M10 (NDVI process trajectories ordered by AGB2000); M11 (TCA state trajectories ordered 
by AGB1990); M4 (TCA process trajectories ordered by AGB1990). Bottom: examples of modelled NDVI 
process patterns obtained from the data system M10 (NDVI process trajectories ordered by AGB2000). 
As an example, M5 (Table 4) is a process variable originated by the system of TCA derivative trajectories 
ordered by AGB2000 and smoothed in two directions (time and biomass). M5 domain consists of 8 patterns 
for period 1984–2009: in this area the TCA rate of change at the plot level follows one of 8 patterns, each 
one expected to be related to a different amount of AGB. To enable later comparison, model curves were 
normalized and scaled between zero and one. 
The effectiveness of spectral trajectories as predictor variables is likely to be related to duration and 
starting position, which in turn might be limited by data availability. Acknowledging the importance of 
these features we tested the performance of two versions of each variable. Hence, in addition to the 
complete 25-year (1984–2009) spectral trajectory available, a 15-year (1990–2004) version, spanning the 
time lapse between NFI2 and NFI3 measurements, was considered. The initial point of the 15-year 
variables is coincident with NFI2 ground measurements. 
2.7 Attribution of dynamic spectral variables to unmeasured locations 
Intending to recognize the nature of the spectral trajectories with highest capacity to describe AGB, 
dynamic variables related with successional processes have been created in a process with controlled 
AGB parameters. The predictive capacity of these variables has to be tested over locations of unknown 
AGB. In order to assign values of each dynamic variable domain to any ground location of unmeasured 
AGB, its corresponding temporal spectral trajectory is included into a system of spectral trajectories. The 
system needs to be subject to mathematical transformations similar to the models: ordering and 2D 
wavelet smoothing (Figure 1, box 2). In this case, as AGB parameters are unknown, spectral indices 
(NDVI, TCA) and derivative values (PITCA, PINDVI) are employed as ordering features, as proxies to 
biomass and biomass changing properties (Table 4). We attempted a series of a priori reasonable proxies 
and created 14 spectral systems with spectral trajectories linked to ground plots. The process of attribution 
was based on identification of most similar pattern; with this purpose each system of curves was 
compared with the model counterparts. Since optimal proxies are not identified in advance, a priori 
various pairings are feasible: for instance system A1 curves (ordered by PITCA-1990—the value of TCA 
derivative at date 1990) were compared with models in M1 to M5 (five comparisons), system N11 curves 
(ordered by NDVI1990) were compared with models in M14 to M16 (three comparisons) and so on (Table 
4). Fifty-eight combinations (18 state and 40 process) were possible. The number of spectral trajectories 
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(N2) necessary to develop a suitable system is not fixed, but should be enough to be fitted for the wavelet 
transform parameters. For the sake of verification, the same set of ground plots previously used to build 
the curve models (AGB known case) are now attributed (AGB unknown case). 
Table 4. Dynamic variables derived by transformation of spectral trajectories with a 2D wavelet 
smoothing of an ordered system. Fifty-eight combinations resulted from pairing sample systems (AGB 
unknown case) and model systems (AGB known case). 
  VARIABLE CONSTRUCTION ATTRIBUTION 
Group of 
dynamic 
variables 
Spectral 
index 
Model 
ordering 
attribute 
Variable 
identifier 
(# domain 
patterns) 
Independent 
ordering attribute 
(biomass feature 
proxy) 
System 
identifier 
State 
(Trajectory 
1984–2009) 
TCA 
AGB1990 M11 (6) TCA1990 A11 
AGB2000 M12 (8) TCA1984 A12 
ΔAGB M13 (8) TCA2004 A13 
NDVI 
AGB1990 M14 (7) NDVI1990 N11 
AGB2000 M15 (7) NDVI1984 N12 
ΔAGB M16 (7) NDVI2004 N13 
Process 
(Derivative 
1984–2009) 
TCA 
ΔAGB M1 (7) PITCA-1990 A1 
Rel1990 M2 (7) mean PITCA-1990-2004 A2 
Rel2000 M3 (7) PITCA-1995 A3 
AGB1990 M4 (8) PITCA-2004 A4 
AGB2000 M5 (8)   
NDVI 
ΔAGB M6 (7) PINDVI-1990 N1 
Rel1990 M7 (8) mean PINDVI-1990-2004 N2 
Rel2000 M8 (8) PINDVI-1995 N3 
AGB1990 M9 (8) PINDVI-2004 N4 
AGB2000 M10 (7)   
Trajectories are compared with the model curves of coupled systems, which are uniquely identified with a 
categorical value, and the most similar pattern is assumed and adopted at each plot. For example the 573 
curves in system A1 are compared to seven model patterns in M1, each one acquiring the value of the 
most similar M1 pattern. Similarity was evaluated with the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) (Giorgino, 
2009), a flexible algorithm for alignment of vectors (e.g. time series). DTW compares and evaluates the 
difference between series of values, and it is more sensitive than the Euclidean distance to distortion in 
the time axis (Ratanamahatana and Keogh, 2005) allowing certain stretch or compression defined by user 
criteria, such as delays in a curve maxima or minima. At the end of the attribution process each plot is 
characterized with 58 curve patterns, some of which might be relevant to describe its AGB, as linked to a 
particular successional path. 
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2.8 Decision trees for modelling historical AGB 
With ground plots characterized by dynamic variables, we can test the ability of these variables to predict 
AGB by statistical modelling. Decision trees (Breiman et al., 1984), also known as CART, identify 
relationships between a single continuous response variable (AGB) and multiple explanatory variables of 
either continuous and/or discrete character, in our case a collection of static (NDVI and TCA at various 
dates) and dynamic variables (Table 5). A binary recursive partitioning process based on combinations of 
variables (rules) that best distinguish the variation of AGB enables identification of relevant independent 
predictors. This nonparametric method for categorization of samples into increasingly homogeneous 
groups (nodes) does not make assumptions regarding the distribution of the input data and is robust to 
errors in the input. Decision trees have been widely used for predicting complex, nonlinear relationships 
between forest attributes and remotely sensed images (e.g. Saatchi et al., 2007). 
Each plot was characterized with the biomass attributes (Table 2), the spectral indices at various dates 
(Figure 1, box 3), and its most similar patterns of dynamic variables in the 25-year and 15-year versions 
(Table 5). These sets of data were input for the CART analysis in Matlab® (Figure 1, box 4). Samples 
were split into calibration (50%) and validation (50%) sets, assuring both sets covered the entire range of 
AGB (1 to 350 t ha
-1
). To fit the model, a cross-validation process with ten iterations was performed and 
to avoid over-fitting, we considered the establishment of a minimum number of cases in terminal nodes 
and pruning with the 1 standard error rule (Breiman et al., 1984). 
Table 5. Input variables to decision trees for modelling historical AGB in pines of central Spain. 
Character Nature Variables 
Static Spectral indices 
TCA 1984, 1990, 2000, 2004, 2009 
NDVI 1984, 1990, 2000, 2004, 2009 
TCD 1984, 1990, 2000, 2004, 2009 
Dynamic 
State patterns (18) 
TCA related trajectory 1984–2009 
NDVI related trajectory 1984–2009 
Process patterns (40) 
PITCA related trajectory 1984–2009 
PINDVI related trajectory 1984–2009 
2.9 Mapping historical AGB dynamics and validation 
To map and assess the biomass and carbon content over the entire area, AGB models derived at the plot 
level (5x5 pixel window) were applied to spatial units defined on the Landsat image as small multi-pixel 
objects, within which the spectral trajectory is the average of the component pixels (Figure 1, box 5). As 
we aim to derive AGB maps for years 1990 and 2000, contemporaneous images were individually 
segmented with Definiens Cognition Network Technology® (Baatz and Schäpe, 2000; Definiens, 2005) 
(scale parameter 1.5; color-shape 0.9-0.1; smoothness 0.5; homogeneity based on Landsat bands 3, 4, and 
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5) into objects of 3.1 ha and 2.5 ha on average, in the same scale range of the 5x5 pixels window used for 
modelling. Objects were characterized with static and dynamic predictors and classified following the 
best decision tree model rules. Through this process each spatial object acquired an AGB (t ha
-1
) value 
and its related standard deviation as a measure of uncertainty. 
Among other advantages, pixel-based mapping facilitates comparisons and evaluation of change with 
direct algebraic calculations, and it offers the option to define aggregation units for particular 
applications. Pixel-based maps were derived from the object maps initially produced: each pixel was 
assigned the AGB (t ha
-1
) and uncertainty (E1990, E2000) values of the object it belongs to, and from these 
maps the AGB change (ΔAGB) map was derived (Figure 1, box 6). The ΔAGB map consists of three 
layers: a main map evaluated by differences in pixel nominal values and two other layers depicting 
scenarios of maximum added uncertainty (eq. 1). 
ΔAGB = (AGB2000 - AGB1990) ± (E1990 + E2000) eq. 1 
Detailed maps of carbon stock and carbon flux due to biomass change over the period 1990–2000 can 
then be derived from the biomass maps using a 0.5 multiplier of AGB to carbon (Kollmann, 1959; 
Penman et al., 2003). As a standard, this biomass to carbon relation is widely used (e.g. Krankina et al., 
2004; Houghton et al., 2007) and enables comparison and reporting of regional and global carbon stocks 
(e.g. Keith et al., 2009; Houghton, 2005). 
In order to validate the raster map of change, it was cross checked with the original values of plot ΔAGB 
distributed into six categories. To identify sources of confusion we used an error matrix with an expanded 
diagonal, deemed adequate for this continuum classification established with artificial hard class breaks 
(Congalton and Green, 2009) (Table 7). 
3. Results 
3.1 Ground plot attributes derived from NFI measures 
There were more eligible trees (D > 7.5 cm) for measurement in the NFI3 (ca. 2000) than in the previous 
rotation of the inventory in this area (NFI2, ca. 1990). Increments are particularly marked for the larger 
diameter classes, resulting in an expected increase in AGB during the period 1990–2000. However, the 
distribution of AGB (t ha
-1
), as derived from field measures in NFI plots (Figure 5) is similar at both 
dates, unimodal and positively skewed, with a majority of plots around 50 t ha
-1
 and median values of 59 
and 77 t ha
-1
 in NFI2 and NFI3 respectively. The indicators of structural complexity are distributed over 
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very different scales, with a potentially more relevant DMAD ranging from 0 to 24 while HMAD ranges 
between 0 and 8. We show in Figure 5 the distributions of standardized values of DMAD and HMAD. 
 
Figure 5. Distribution of AGB at two rounds of NFI (ca. 1990 and ca. 2000) and standardized structural 
diversity indicators (DMAD and HMAD) in 1990. 
3.2 Relationship between ground plot estimates of AGB and spectral vegetation indices 
Our exploration of the relationship between vegetation spectral indices and AGB through wavelet 
transformations revealed an underlying strong connection, influenced by forest structural complexity 
(expressed by the diversity of ground plot measured diameters and heights) and affected by exogenous 
factors. Level six of the Meyer based discrete wavelet transform decomposition had the highest variance: 
it contributes the most to the overall variability in the original series and therefore has the highest 
explanatory power. After the first quartile of increasing AGB, NDVI and TCA approximation functions 
follow an almost coincident trend (Figure 6, left). The relationship of TCD with AGB is strongly 
influenced by forest structure, in particular by local diversity of diameter and height (Figure 6, right) and 
it is not constant over time as was observed in the TCDblock. At higher levels of wavelet transform 
decomposition (level 7 and 8) curves flatten on the end corresponding with the plots with the largest 
amount of biomass, pointing to radiometric saturation at high levels of biomass. We interpret the strong 
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wavy effect observed in all curves, quasi coincident when corrected by structure, as an influence of forest 
cover and/or variation in terrain features (i.e. elevation, slope, and orientation). 
 
Figure 6. Approximation 6 of the Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT) decomposition of vegetation 
spectral indices (NDVI, TCA, TCD) as a function of AGB. Left: NDVI and TCA follow a similar non-
linear trend with increasing AGB, whilst TCD evidences a different type of relationship. Right: same as 
left but spectral indices are corrected with structural diversity factors (DMAD and HMAD) to show their 
weight on the relationship. 
When analysing the sub-sample of 182 plots regularly distributed every ~1.7 t ha
-1
 over the range 1–310 t 
ha
-1
, the detail function of level five revealed some sections with maximal variation found at regular 
intervals, suggesting categories equivalent to ~50 t ha
-1
. Only the NDVIblock showed an apparent stability 
of these groups over time. 
3.3 Decision trees for modelling historical AGB  
In building the decision trees for modelling AGB, different combinations of predictor variables were 
tested (Table 6) and the relevance of each group of variables was evaluated. All fitted models were 
statistically significant (p-value < 0.001) but exhibited variable levels of correlation between AGB and 
the spectral predictors (Table 6). Models were applied to the independent set of data for validation and 
their performance was assessed with the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), the correlation coefficient 
(R
2
), percentage average error (ME), and bias. 
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Table 6. Summary of modelling results when including different sets of variables. NDVI process patterns 
are best predictors. The entire 25-year pattern variables yield more accurate and precise results than the 
15-year pattern variables, but a combination of both yields best results. 
  Fitting Validation 
 Variable R R
2
 RMSE (t ha
-1
) % Mean error Bias 
AGB1990 
All  0.95 0.90 32.2 0.34 0.99 
25-year pattern 0.84 0.68 58.7 0.62 1.02 
15-year pattern 0.76 0.54 70.9 0.74 1.01 
NDVI pattern 0.94 0.89 32.2 0.36 0.99 
TCA pattern 0.29 - - - - 
State trajectory 0.22 - - - - 
Static indices 0.18 - - - - 
AGB2000 
All 0.73 0.53 71.6 0.65 0.96 
25-year pattern 0.65 0.40 79.1 0.72 0.93 
15-year pattern 0.58 0.26 87.9 0.80 0.95 
NDVI pattern 0.65 0.41 78.0 0.71 0.92 
TCA pattern 0.18 - - - - 
State trajectory 0.22 - - - - 
Static indices 0.17 - - - - 
Trees yielding better results (higher R
2
, and lower RMSE, ME, and bias) include decision rules based on 
process and state patterns. Moreover, the best fitted tree (R=0.95) combines 25- and 15-year NDVI 
process variables (Figure 7). When validated, this model shows high R
2
 and a small bias towards under-
predictions; with a RMSE of 32 t ha
-1
 it produces errors of 34% on average. Modelling options that 
include either 25- or 15-year patterns are not optimal; however, the model based on the entire 25-year 
trajectory patterns yields better results. Static indices alone or together with state trajectories did not 
model biomass satisfactorily, they produced low correlations. Interestingly we found NDVI process 
patterns more relevant than the analogous TCA patterns in describing historical AGB, despite a similar 
relationship of either static index with biomass. 
Decision trees modelling AGB1990 have a common feature, a first split of plots with AGB > 100 t ha
-1
 
(31% of the sample) into one branch and plots with AGB < 100 t ha
-1
 (69% of the sample) into the other 
branch (Figure 7). Unless restricted by selective inclusion of predictors, the initial split is determined by a 
rule based on an NDVI process pattern: in other words, the rate of stand development is the most relevant 
factor for identifying plots with large amounts of AGB (which are presumably more mature) from low 
AGB (and frequently younger) plots. The criteria for further splitting the group of plots with more than 
100 t ha
-1
 of biomass include process patterns associated with relative (ΔAGB/AGB2000) and absolute 
change (ΔAGB) of AGB. The group of low AGB plots (i.e. < 100 t ha-1) is further categorized by patterns 
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associated with AGB1990 and AGB2000) (Table 4). Just one static index, the TCA1990, was present in an 
accurate classification of the ground plot biomass. Five out of the six terminal nodes in the best fitting 
tree are defined by 25-year patterns, highlighting the convenience of longer term information. In only one 
case was a TCA pattern of change used to split the largest branch in the decision tree. 
For interpretation of the dynamic predictors and to associate them with ecological change and forest 
succession, their relative value acquired by normalization and scaling requires consideration. For 
instance, the plots with the larger values of AGB in 1990 are related with a pattern characterized by a 
constant and relatively low speed of NDVI variation, positive over most of the period 1990–2004, (it 
appears constant and close to maximum in the scaled curve (model 3 in Figure 4, bottom)). This is in 
agreement with expectation from a relatively mature and healthy closed canopy stand. Other patterns of 
this predictor that identify plots with relatively low AGB represent a varying speed of change, with 
minimum and maximum at specific locations: for instance the plots with the lowest AGB are 
characterized by a pattern that goes from an absolute minimum speed of NDVI variation (PINDVI) in 1990 
to an absolute maximum PINDVI after only a few years, followed by stabilization probably associated with 
the closing of the canopy. 
We assessed the capacity of individual dynamic predictors for classifying AGB and found that patterns 
derived from spectral systems ordered by AGB are the most powerful. Patterns based on AGB1990 and 
defining eight groups of biomass classified correctly 31% of the plots, with 51% within ±1 group (and 
70% within ±2 groups). 
 
Figure 7. Schematic representation of an optimal decision tree for classification of AGB1990. The tree 
combines decision rules based on 25- and 15-year patterns. A main division splits the sample into ground 
plots with AGB > 100 t ha
-1
 and AGB < 100 t ha
-1
. 
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With a similar procedure we classified plots according to their biomass at a date corresponding with the 
NFI3 (ca. 2000). In this case the biophysical attribute is modelled with the history of spectral indices and 
a collection of past and prospective changing patterns, testing a different temporal configuration (Figure 
9). Results of modelling AGB2000 are more restricted, with statistically significant (p-value < 0.001) best 
fitting trees having a correlation with the sample of R=0.73. Models show a general tendency to 
underestimate AGB, and have limited predictive power (R
2
=0.53). With high ME (70%) these models are 
limited for estimation of biomass in the area. Still, the variables related with changing processes have 
stronger predictive power than those related with state, which reinforces the importance of the rate of 
change to model development. Attempts to model absolute (ΔAGB) and relative (Rel1990, Rel2000) change 
of biomass were unsuccessful, with no direct relation between these variables and the estimators 
considered. 
3.4 Mapping historical AGB dynamics and validation 
In the process of mapping AGB1990, 26,406 objects resulted from segmentation of the contemporaneous 
Landsat image, 40.4 % of which (10,693) was classified by the decision tree branch of larger AGB values 
(> 100 t ha
-1
). Ninety-five percent of objects achieved terminal nodes of the decision tree, indicating 
consistency in the up-scaling from plot-level model to object-level classification: all combinations of the 
relevant spectral trajectories characterizing AGB at the plot level correspond with combinations of 
averaged spectral trajectories of spatial objects with the same AGB (t ha
-1
). 
The biomass allocated in the aboveground fraction of trees in year 1990 was on average 77.6 t ha
-1
 (total 
in the area amounts 6295 × 10
3
 t), and it was estimated to be 91.5 t ha
-1
 (7415 × 10
3
 t) ten years later 
(2000). The difference of calculated AGB represents an increment of 1.3 t ha
-1 
y
-1
 on average and the total 
increase in the area is equivalent to 560 × 10
3
 t of C. Considering individual objects imprecision, global 
values of AGB1990 and AGB2000 range between 5.5 and 7.1 × 10
6
 t and between 3.4 and 11.3 × 10
6
 t 
respectively, and as expected from the modelling results, the later date contributes notably more to the 
uncertainty of estimated change. By means of the multilayer raster maps we evaluated total change in the 
case scenarios of additive uncertainties derived from modelling and mapping, obtaining values of 2.9 t ha
-
1 
y
-1
 loss and 8.5 t ha
-1 
y
-1
 gain on average. A detail of the multilayer maps of biomass change in Figure 8 
shows the spatial distribution and variability that exists, information of crucial value for management. 
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Figure 8. Top: detail of the object based biomass maps in 1990 (A) and 2000 (B). Bottom: detail of 
multilayer ΔAGB maps showing spatial distribution and variability of change. (C) optimistic result 
derived from uncertainty; (D) nominal change; (E) pessimistic result derived from uncertainty. 
Validating the raster map of change by cross checking with the original values of plot ΔAGB distributed 
into six categories, low producer’s (21–27%) and user’s (16–23%) errors are recorded in intermediate 
categories (Table 7). However, the distribution of values in the matrix point to a slight tendency to 
overestimate incremental biomass. Overall, 70% of checked points were classified into the correct 
category of AGB change. 
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Table 7. Accuracy matrix of the raster map of biomass change categories. 
  Plot change (t ha
-1
) (reference)  
P
o
in
t 
Δ
A
G
B
 (
t 
h
a-
1
) 
 <-100 -100/-50 -50/0 0/50 50/100 >100 User’s metrics 
<-100 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 
-100/-50 3 1 10 33 8 0 0.25 
-50/0 3 2 11 28 9 0 0.77 
0/50 14 15 50 143 53 17 0.84 
50/100 3 7 16 61 8 5 0.74 
>100 2 3 8 26 8 1 0.19 
 Producer’s 
metrics 0.12 0.11 0.73 0.79 0.80 0.26 0.70 
 
4. Discussion 
Historical forest aboveground biomass was modelled, evaluated, and mapped in Mediterranean pines of 
Spain combining a set of NFI plots representative of the forest conditions present and spectral data 
captured by Landsat sensors over a period of 25 years (1984–2009). As a baseline for comparison with 
more recent estimates, an assessment of past AGB with spatial detail is of value to support monitoring 
and reporting commitments. In this area, characterized by absence of major perturbations and moderate 
human intervention during succession stages, dynamic variables of change (i.e. predictors combining data 
captured at various dates), showed higher predictive capacity than static variables to explain the 
variability of AGB retrospectively. 
Spectral response is related to forest structure (Cohen et al., 1995) and develops progressively with 
successional state (Peterson and Nilson, 1993). Under equal environmental conditions and absent 
disturbance, forest stands develop similarly and are expected to show similar temporal spectral 
trajectories, although slight deviations from a pattern may exist. However, although forest attributes have 
been modelled accurately with spectral variables, forest change remains elusive for direct modelling: 
spectral differences alone have demonstrated inadequate for the purpose (Healey et al., 2006), and trends 
of spectral trajectories do not necessarily have a direct relation with the increase or decrease of biomass 
(Campbell et al., 2012). 
Our previous attempts to model biomass in the Central Range of Spain with single date optical data were 
limited, characterized by moderate fitting correlation (R=0.7) and ME of 0.78 (Gómez, 2006). Also in the 
same area, Vázquez de la Cueva (2008) found structural parameters (canopy crown closure, stand height, 
stem density, and basal area) insufficiently explained by the multispectral predictors selected to derive 
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empirical models; however, the Tasseled Cap Wetness had a stronger relation with forest density than 
NDVI or other TM/ETM+ bands. Interestingly, in this work we have found TCA significant as static 
variable, while patterns associated with NDVI were relevant as process variables. The TCD, more related 
to age and associated structural complexity than other Tasseled Cap-related indices in coniferous forests 
of Oregon, USA (Duane et al., 2010) was also found linked to forest complexity in these Mediterranean 
pines, despite a low correlation between AGB and parameters of structural complexity (Pearson’s R of 
0.22, 0.24, with DMAD and HMAD respectively). In view of local difficulties to directly model forest 
attributes, we applied mathematical transformations based on 2D wavelet algorithms to a data-system 
created with information from two rounds of field measures and eight repetitions of calibrated spectral 
data, filtering fundamental relations from environmental and endogenous noise. Dynamic variables (i.e. 
variables with an inherent temporal component) associated with patterns of change, including rate and 
shape, characterized ground plots, and together with static variables served to model AGB and calculate 
AGB dynamics. This approach significantly improved previous results, but no single predictor was able 
to accurately classify biomass. 
Frequency and regularity of measurements can be critical in providing an accurate understanding of 
ecological processes. Gaps in a series of measures and irregular data frequencies leave intervals of 
uncertainty in explaining continuous processes that might be notable in ecosystems prone to rapid 
changes related to disturbance (Jin and Sader, 2005). Successional patterns are more predictable in 
undisturbed forests than in areas with unexpected perturbations (Schroeder et al., 2007; Vogelmann et al., 
2009) and the rate of spectral variation is typically greater in immature stands when compared to more 
mature stands in similar environments. Wavelet transform analysis is particularly suited to detect 
anomalies in series of data (Mallat and Hwang, 1992) and does not require periodic sampling (Daubechies 
et al., 1999), conferring this approach versatility for analysis of data in a wide range of environments. The 
limited number of seasonally appropriate, cloud-free images available at the time of this study is not 
necessarily indicative of the full Landsat archive, which the USGS is currently consolidating with unique 
images held by International Cooperators (Loveland and Dwyer, 2012). As of writing, the European 
Space Agency has yet to provide Landsat data through the free and open access model demonstrated by 
the USGS. Reportedly there are plans to share these European images with the USGS, which when 
implemented, will improve the density of images available over Europe. 
The temporal configuration (i.e. the duration, starting point, and position relative to the target date) of the 
dynamic variables (Figure 9) presumably affects the capacity to predict structural and successional forest 
attributes, as suggest different results in modelling AGB in 1990 and 2000. AGB1990 corresponds with the 
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initial stages of a trajectory to resemble one of a series of temporal patterns, with possible deviations or 
delays of key features. Deviation of forest stands from standard expectations of development is often 
related to site index differences, canopy cover and density, or species characteristics, factors requiring 
attention when deriving, applying, and interpreting model results. Alternatively, AGB2000 corresponds 
with an intermediate position of the available spectral trajectories, with which processes are not aligned. 
The duration of spectral trajectory necessary to identify significant temporal patterns in AGB is 
presumably variable and site dependent. Liu et al. (2008) demonstrated that a series of images covering a 
longer period predicts forest age more accurately, but in some cases a shorter time series of imagery may 
suffice. In this work a combination of 25-year and 15-year trajectories was the best option for estimating 
retrospective AGB. Longer-term patterns may potentially explain the variability of AGB more precisely, 
but they may also introduce irregularities outside the time lapse between data used for calibration of the 
trajectory models; on the other hand, shorter-term patterns are more explicit and less prone to variations 
out of the reference period. Further work is necessary to clarify the distinctive effect that duration and 
relative location of spectral trajectories produce when employed as dynamic variables. Another set of 
ground plot measures (NFI4 ca. 2010) in this area is expected to be released shortly, with available 
spectral data completing the temporal series to that date and beyond (Figure 9). Hence the duration, 
starting point, and temporal character (retrospective, prospective or inclusive) of the trajectory will be 
available for further exploration. 
 
Figure 9. Schematic of options to investigate temporal configurations of dynamic predictor variables. 
Circles indicate dates to model; arrows indicate the end point of spectral trajectories. Retrospective case: 
the trajectory interval is prior to the modelled date; prospective case: the trajectory interval is posterior 
to the modelled date; inclusive: previous and subsequent intervals of spectral trajectories are used to 
model and intermediate date attributes. 
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We chose Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) as a measure of series similarity for its documented optimal 
performance in fields like speech pattern recognition (Velichko and Zagoruyko, 1970) or clustering of 
gene expression profiles (Aach and Church, 2001), but the superiority of this measure over others in 
identification of patterns of forest spectral trajectories has not been widely demonstrated. Both the 
robustness of the DTW measure and the automation of pattern identification require further investigation. 
The uncertainty reported in the final maps possibly originates from imprecision in modelling, but could 
also have originated at various stages of the overall approach, including location of plots, field measures, 
allometric equations, image capture, and image processing (Lu et al., 2012). To minimize the impact of 
these factors, a representative sample acquired to consistent specifications, such as NFI plots, is 
recommended for modelling (Duane et al., 2010), and necessary to obtain a comprehensive domain of 
trajectory patterns for accurate identification by the similarity algorithm. We identified confusion in the 
final map of change with an inclusive approach of all error sources, but from plot based model to final 
maps, some aspects could be subject to individual testing, such as the equivalence of pixel and object 
trajectory or the vector to raster transformation. 
Estimates of AGB dynamics between 1990 and 2000 obtained in the current study are in agreement with 
complementary regional studies. For instance, pines in the Central Range were found to be more dense 
and mature in year 2000 than during the previous decade, and – as could be expected – accounted a net 
increment of biomass and carbon stock. Analyzing inputs and outputs recorded by NFI measures, Herrero 
and Bravo (2012) corroborated a net carbon sinking character between NFI2 and NFI3 rotations, with 
AGB allocated in pines of 85 t ha
-1
, while Montero et al. (2004) estimated an annual increment of 0.9 t ha
-
1
 of pine biomass between 1993 and 2003. Gómez et al. (2012) reported a maximum rate of C stocking in 
this area for year 2000 with a later change of trend towards C loss during the 2000–2010 decade that 
forthcoming NFI4 measures may help corroborate. 
Information provided by Landsat spectral trajectories has been linked to field measurements, which has 
proven useful for improving the estimation of current biomass and other structural attributes, particularly 
in ecosystems with stand replacing disturbances (Pflugmacher et al., 2012). Furthermore, spectral 
trajectories have demonstrated utility for characterizing mountain pine beetle infestations (Goodwin et al., 
2010) and for continuous monitoring of forest disturbance (Zhu et al., 2012). In this study, we have found 
that the identification of temporal patterns in the trajectory of vegetation indices (i.e. dynamic variables) 
provides useful information to model and explain historical biomass variability. 
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5. Conclusion 
Remote sensing technology supports and enhances the value of national forest inventories for the 
assessment of biomass and carbon balance, and the Landsat archive in particular is a unique source of 
spectro-temporal data for modelling and mapping forest attributes. Mathematical transformations of 
original data are necessary to unveil underlying relations in complex environments, and to derive dynamic 
variables with explanatory capacity of past and present biophysical conditions. Dynamic process features 
such as pattern and rate of change were more relevant than static variables in the retrospective estimation 
of AGB in the Mediterranean pines of central Spain. Pines in these forests were found to have accrued 
biomass over the decadal monitoring period, representing a net carbon sink. The approach presented 
herein allows for the retrospective estimation and mapping of AGB in order to establish a historical 
baseline and enable change reporting. 
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